Abstract. In this paper we show that the exponential-sampling method, introduced
Introduction
Many inverse problems can be described, a t least to a good approximation, by a linear equation of the following type:
where g ( p ) (the data function) and K(z) (the kernel) are given and f ( t ) is the unknown function to be recovered. Such a n equation occurs in many linear physical problems with a number of examples, for instance, in the analysis of light-scattering experiments which have been of interest to us in recent years. One such example is polydispersity analysis by photon correlatioii spectroscopy (PCS) [1, 2] , in which case g ( p ) is the measured correlation function, f ( t ) is the unknown size distribution of particles (polydisperse medium) and the kernel is K ( z ) = exp(-2).
(1.2) 0266-5611/91/01M01+20$03.50 @ 1991 IOP Publishing Ltd T h e resulting problem is that of Laplace transform inversion. Another example is particle sizing from Fraunhofer diffraction [3,4], in which case g ( p ) is the intensity of the scattered radiation as a funct,ion of the scattering angle, f ( t ) is the unknown distribution function and t h e kernel is A third example is provided by the problem of the inversion of spectral turbidity data to recover aerosol size distributions [5,6]. Then, using the approximation of anomalous diffraction; the rrln.tion hdween the unknown distribution function and the measured function of t h e incident wavelength is given again by equation (1.1) with 3 I<(+) = -( 2 z 2 + 4 -4 x s i n x -4 c o s x ) .
4x3 (1.4)
A fourth light-scattering example is that of laser velocimetry [Z]. Equation (1.1) is, of course, well known i n other fields such as neutron scattering [7] and radio astronomy [SI. T h e methods of inversion to be discussed in this paper will be widely applicable to all those problems where t,he kernel is a function of the product of the two variables.
In the following we assume that the kernel function I<(z) satisfics the following c.onditions which hold true in all t.he examples above:
(a) K ( x ) is real valued and such that (b) the first derivative of K ( z ) is a function of bounded variation.
(1.5b)
T h e second condition (1.56) implies that the operator A , defined by equation (1.1) is continuous and self-adjoint in L 2 ( 0 , + w ) .
T h e generalized eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of all operators of this type were derived by McWliirter and Pike [Q] and used by them to extend to this class of problems the concepts of resolution limits and of number of degrees of freedom which are familiar in communication and information theory. This theoretical achievement was later used as the basis for a numerical method, the exponential-sampling method, developed by Ostrowsky et a / as a generalization of Nyquist sampling and successfully used for polydispersity analysis [lo]. In fact, the first results obtained by means of the exponential-sampling method indicated the importance of a priori knowledge of the support of the unknown distribut,ion f ( t ) , i. +CO) since from the first condition ( 1 . 5~) it follows that Therefore, if A' is the adjoint operator t m (A'g)(t) = / W p M p ) dp 5 t i b where k = 0,1,2, ... and the singular values are ordered to form a decreasing sequence:
The knowledge of the support [ a , b] of the solution is equivalent to the use of an U priori 'profile' for the solution which is the so-called 'top-hat' profile, namely the function which is 1 over [a, b] and zero elsewhere. Although the extra information provided by knowledge of the support increases the resolution of the inversion, the 'hard' edges of the 'top-hat' profile give rise t o some undesirable Gihbs-like phenomena in the boundary regions of the reconstruction. To remove these effects a method of weighted-space reconstructions was developed [13, 16] in which the 'top-hat' was replaced by a smoother profile, forcing the solution to go to zero in regions where a priori information required this to be so. In various applications such a profile represented a physical limitation such as the Gaussian or sinc profile of a laser beam [16] , while in others it represented an estimate of the probable object distribution [13] . In Laplace inversion, for example, a typical profile used was a Schulz distribution with mean and variance predetermined by blie dat,a themselves [13] .
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a method, related to the earlier exponential-sampling method, for the approximate computation of the singular system of the operator (1.6). Our derivation is not completely rigorous and it will be justified by the numerical results presented in a subsequent paper. The approximation consists, in essence, of the introduction of a flat profile over the interval [ a , b] with log-sinc-like, rolled-off ends. In this way we get a practical and fast method for the inversion of t h e integral operator (1.6) using a standard profile function, which, in addition, has a band-limiting feature of a useful nature for many physical problems as we shall show shortly.
In section 2 we summarize the mathematical tools required to justify our method. In section 3 we derive the approximation of the integral equation provided by the exponential-sampling mebhod and in section 4 we discuss a few properties of the corresponding singular system. In section 5 we extend the analysis to integrated data. In section 6 we describe briefly the reconstruction algorithms based on singularfunction expansions. A useful technique which we call 'zooming' since, like a zoom lens, it allows closer inspection of features of interest, is described in section 7. In the following paper [17] we will give more extensive illustrative examples of the use of the exponential-sampling method in the fields of photon correlation spectroscopy and of Fraunhofer diffraction.
Preliminary remarks
We summarize here the main points which are basic for the method. The first remark is that equation ( Moreover the sampling functions s(n; t / t , ) satisfy the following orthogonality conditions (2.12) 7r s(n;t/t,)s(n;t/t,)dt = -tn6,, n which imply the Parseval equality (2.13)
The expansion (2.9) is used in the next section to transform the integral equation (1.1) into an infinite-dimensional linear system. The procedure is rigorous in the case of a band-limited kernel, otherwise it is only approximate due to the presence of aliasing errors [19] . I n addition, in the numerical implementation of the method, one also introduces truncation errors. The investigation of the effect of these errors on the solution is quite difficult and for this reason the derivation of our approximation is essentially heuristic. It will be justified by the numerical results presented in the subsequent paper.
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Let us assume now that t.he Mellin transform of the unknown function f(t) can be estimated over the effective band [-Q,,Q,]. This fact can be described In terms of a resolution ratto which is the ratio between adjacent sampling points. As follows from equation (2.10), this is related to the effective bandwidth Q, by 4 = exp(a/Ql).
(2.14)
The meaning of equation (2.14) is that two delta functions, concentrated at t o and t , cannot he resolved unless t , 2 61t0.
As shown in [ll] the resolution limit (2.14) can be improved if a priorr knowledge about the support of the solution is available. In this case one must invert the integral operator (1.6) and to this purpose one can use the singular system defined by equations (1.9).
Then the solution (2.5) is replaced by the following one:
where ( This effdivr: handwidth will depend on t,he noise level a,nd nn t,he support; through the parameter lny. The new resolution ratio will be 6, = exp(a/Q,) < SI.
As a consequence one should use different sampling rates for the data function g ( p ) and the unknown function f ( t ) to solve the equation g = A f , with A given in equation (1.6).
The exponential-sampling approximation
In order to establish the basic formulae of the method we consider firstly the case where the kernel is band-limited and therefore I<(() is zero when ( is outside the interval [-a,, a,] . Then equation (2.4) implies that noise-free data are also band- In such a way the integral equation ( 1 . 1 ) is transformed into a n infinite-dimensioiial, linear system. The Parseval equality (2.13) implies that the problem (3.1) must be solved in spaces of sequences normed as follows:
( 3 . 2 )
With respect to the scalar products associated with these norms, the infinitedimensional matrix { t , , , K ( p n t m ) ) is self-adjoint, even if it is not symmetric in the usual sense. It is quite easy, however, to transform problem (3.1) in such a way that the solution of the new problem requires the inversion of a symmetric matrix. If we Put Since in such a case the operator A is compact and the set of equations (3.6) is equivalent to the integral equation g = Af, the equations (3.6) can be used for the computatioii of the singular system of the operator A .
In practice we need to compute only the section of the singular system corresponding to the largest singular values since our goal is the computation of the truncated singular-function expansion (2.15). Now, from the second of equations (1.9) and equation (1.8) it follows that the singular functions u k ( t ) are in the range of the operator A', which is given by equation ( According to the discussion of t,he end of section 2 we assume that R, > Ri. Now the set I depends on the value of O, and in part,iciilar the total number of sampling points in [u,6] increases when R, increases. The absolute error incurred by approximating f ( t ) in this way is I = { m It,,, E [a,bll.
mer When R, -00, the number of sampling points interior to [.,I] tends also to infinity. It is reasonable to conjecture that, under these circumstances, E ( t ) tends to zero in some sense. In the appendix we prove that this is true in t h e sense that the L2-norm of c(tj tends to zero when R, tends to infinity. We only notice here that & ( t ) is an aliasing error since f ( t ) is ident,ically zero outside the interval [u,b]. However the usual bound on the aliasing error [19,22] does not hold true in this case because the Mellin transform of f ( t ) is not integrable, in general, but square integrable (see the appendix for a moTe precise discussion).
If we insert the approximation of f(t), as given by equation (3.7), into equation (3.6) we get As concerns the integrals which appear in this equation, since the bandwidth of IC(z) is 51, < Q,, we can represent I<(z) by means of the sampling expansion associated with the bandwidth R?. T h e n we have When Q2 + CO, as follows from equation (2.12), we have and therefore the integrals can be approximated by (7rtm/S12)I<(pnt,)
In such a way we obtain the approximate equation (3.13) (3.14)
which is analogous to equation (3.1), except for the fact that the sampling ratios of g ( p ) and f ( t ) are different. Accordingly equations (3.3) must he modified as follows:
and the matrix A,, is given hy Since the aliasing error v a ( p ) tends to zero when 0 , -00, we can neglect this error and this remark justifies the approximation in which the equation g = Af is considered only at the points p,. In fact, the knowledge of g ( p ) at these points is approximately equivalent to the knowledge of g ( p ) everywhere.
In such a way we get again equation (3.6) and from this equation and the approximate sampling expansion of f ( t ) we obtain again equation (3.12). As concerns the integrals which appear in this equation, we can again represent I<(p,t) by means of the appropriate sampling expansion and of the corresponding aliasing error. By neglecting this error we arrive again at equation (3.14).
The singular s y s t e m of the exponential-sampling approximation
In any practical application of the previous method the first step is to establish the interval of the values of p where the data function g ( p ) can be measured, let us say the interval [ q d , and the probable support [a, b] of the unknown function f ( t ) . Moreover if the effective bandwidths R I , a,, of the data and of the solution respectively, can be estimated, the sampling ratios 6, and 6, can be determined.
Let us assume that N is the number of sampling points for the data function interior t o the data support [c, dl and that M is the number of sampling points for tile solulioii iiilerior to the solulioii suppurl [a,/,;. We wwritc the sampling points in the following form:
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with 6, and 6, given respectively by equations (2.14) and (2.18). The corresponding finite section of the matrix (3.17) will be denoted by
We notice that, in general, this is a rectangular matrix since N # M .
The sampling points (4.1) are characterized by the two parameters { p , , 61} and analogously the sampling points (4.2) are characterized by the two parameters {t,, 6,}.
As we remarked, the choice of the parameters { p , , 4} depends on the support and on the effective bandwidth of the data. Analogously, the choice of the parameters { t l , 6,) depends on the support and on the effective bandwidth of the solution. In this case one possibility is to take 1 , = a,t, = b, so that we have
Numerical experience, however, has shown that this choice does not provide the best results. We will give a numerical example in the subsequent paper. A better choice is obtained as follows: we divide the interval [a, b] into M sub-intervals, the boundary points being given by equation When the matrix Ai?M) has been determined, its singular system can be computed by means of standard singular value decomposition (SVD) routines. We will denote by {ai"');UjN'M), V,(N'M)) its singular system. We notice that the singular and tends to zero at the edges of the interval. In figure 1 we compare the 'top-hat' profile, i.e. the function which is 1 over the interval and zero elsewhere, with the function in the case y = 5, with M = 5 and M = 11. We see that this function has the behaviour stated above. In particular d M ( t ) = 1 when t = t,. Then any approximate solution obtained by means of the exponential-sampling approximation is simply a modulation of 4M(1) at the sampling points t,. Explicit inversion formulae will be given in section 6.
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The case of integrated data
The approximation scheme developed in the previous sections can be dircctly applied to the reduction of experimental data if the measured quantities are the values of the data function g(p) at the sampling points p,. In general, however, the detector (or the detectors) used for measuring g(p) integrates over some finite interval of the variable p. Therefore in this section we consider the case where the data of the problem are given by and the boundary points of the integration intervals form geometric progressions P, = P~G -' 9, = q16;-' n = l ! ..., N .
(5.2)
We note that in the PCS problem integrated data can have this form only in the and if then we denote by E,,, this limiting value we have the algebraic system (5.7)
The main problem is now to find the appropriate norms for the data vector G, and for the solution vector J(t,) in order to reduce the problem of computing the singular system of the problem (5.7) to a standard SVD problem with Euclidean norms.
As concerns the solution vector J(t,) we can use the normalization already used in section 3 and introduce the parameters so that the Euclidean norm of the vector a, is an approximation of the L2-norm of the function J(t).
As concerns the data vector, when the integration intervals are small we have
Then, the normalization used in section 3 for the sampling values g(p,) implies the following normalization of the data vector We notice that the normalization (5.10) (with q1 = p2) is equivalent, in practice, to the normalization (5.14) since pl/(y, -pl) = p,/(p2-pl) = 1/(~5~ -1) N l/h1(6~) = Q , / R . Therefore, using the normalization (5.10), equation ( The singular system of this matrix can again he computed by means of standard SVD routines and the corresponding approximations of the singular functions u k ( t ) and vk(t) of the problem are given by equations (4.7) and (4.8).
Inversion algorithms
When we have a finite set of data, the problem (3.6) or (5.3) is a typical problem with discrete data [23] and its solution of minimal norm f + ( t ) (also called the generalized solution) can be written in terms of the singular system of the problem as follows:
M Bertero and E R Pike whore (g, tik) is the scalzr product defined by the normalization conditions (3.15) or (5.10). In the case where the singular system is computed by means of the exponentialsampling approximation, the singular values ak are approximated by the singular values aiNaM) and the singular functions uk are approximated by the singular functions ~i " '~' ( t ) , equation (4.7). Moreover, in the case of the problem (3.6) we have while in the case of the problem (5.3), using the normalization (5.10), we have
These are the formulae which must be used for numerical compiit,ations. The problem of computing the solution of minimal norm (6.1) is in general illconditioned. This implies a very strong numerical instability as the number of data points, N , increases. As a consequence one must use regularization techniques in order to get stable approximate solutions [24]. Most of these regularizing algorithms can be viewed as a 'windowing' of the representation (6.1) of the generalized solution. They coritain a parameter, called the regularizalion parameler , whose optimum value is related to the signal-to-noise ratio. The general form of these windowed solutions is the following:
where { W p , k } is a set of coefficients, depending on the positive parameter p (the regularization parameter) and satisfying t,he following conditions: Finally weshow the relation between the windowing method and the resolution ratio. In the case of the exponential-sampling approximation we can write equation ( 
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It is obvious that the kernel T'N'M)(t,~) corresponds to the restoration of the unit impulse f(t) = 6 ( t -s) and therefore TjN'M)(t, s) is the impulse response function of the system which consists of the measuring instrument plus the restoration algorithm.
In general, this function (a a function o f t ) exhibits a peak, approximately centred at s, flanked by smaller side lobes. The width of the peak is another measure of the resolution achievable with the given method. Since in this problem we have a resolution ratio rather than a resolution distance, the typical behaviour is that the principal peak becomes broader and lower ass increases [12, 13] . Therefore in the case of the restoration of two delta functions, f ( t ) = 6 ( t -al) + 6(t -a2) with a2 > a , , the peak centred a t a2 will be broadcr a i d biiialler than che peak centred at a l . I n such a case it becomes difficult to see that the two pulses have the same weight and the same width. A practical way for overcoming this difficulty is discussed in part I1 of this work.
'Zooming'-concluding reinarks
In the previous sections we have described a method whose implementation allows a fast computation of approximate solutions of t,he equation g = Af in the case of the integral operator (1.6). Once the sampling points for the data function and the solution have been chosen, the method implies the computation of the singular system of t h e mabrix (3.16) or (5.16). Then, for agiven choice of the window, the approximate ,!,tinn is by
where the 6, are the components of the data vector, defined by equation (3.15) or (5.10) and the functions $!i?')(t) are given by Therefore, once the variable t has been discretized and the functions &y,hf)(t) have been computed, the computation of the approximate solution (7.1) implies essentially a matrix-vector multiplication. Since the algorithm is very fast, the following important application is possible.
As we discussed in section 2 the resolution of the method depends on the support of the solution and this, in practice, is not usually well known in advance. Therefore one can invert the data using the broadest support, let us say [ao, b?] 
Theorem.
R, such that, for any Q > R,
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If F ( z ) satisfies conditions (a), (b) then, given E > 0, it is possible t o find where Fs(z) is the sampling expansion (A.5) associated with R
Proof. defined over [-1,1] and satisfying !he following conditions:
(a') the first derivative of P 6 ( r ) is a function of bounded variation Now, given E , we can choose 6 in such a way t h a t the first term in the right-hand side of equation (A.15) is less than ~/ 2 . When 6 has been chosen, then we can choose R such t h a t also the second term on the right-hand side of equation (A.15) is less than 0 Now, let f(t) be a function with support interior to the interval [~, b ] , satisfying condition (b) above. In order to prove that the theorem holds true for f ( t ) and its exponential-sampling expansion, it is sufficient t o remark that the Fourier transform of t h e function F ( z ) = exp(-x/2)f[exp (-x) ] coincides with the Mellin transform of the function f(t).
Then t h e hound (A.2) for F ( x ) implies the following one for f ( t ) 612. It follows that (A.6) is proved.
(A.16) the sampling points t , and the sampling function s(R;t) being defined in equations (2.10) and (2.11), respectively. It also follows that the proof of the theorem can be generalized to this case.
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